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DESCRIPTION 
 
Decorative system formed by a texturable base paste and a tinted wax on top. Unique 
cellulose paste which can be easily textured at will by plastic trowel Any type of textured finish 
can be obtained such as rustic finishes, waves, stucco, rocky textures, etc. Brisa paste is 
formulated with technical cellulose fibres and special resins used for mortars being therefore 
unique in terms of workability and open working time. It also offers a unique surface texture 
called orange peel once finished with our tinted water-based wax "Cera al Agua". Especially 
useful on irregular surfaces. No need to plaster the surface!. The system Brisa (cellulose 
pasta) plus Cera al Agua (water-based wax) conform a unique finish due to its resistance and 
easy maintenance. Brisa and the coloured wax can be applied on irregular surfaces without 
flattening first. The system is very rugged-proof; hence recommended also in kitchens and 
corridors. The big advantage of Brisa is that there is no need to prepare a perfect surface or 
to have a smooth one. Brisa will cover all kinds of imperfections, unevenness, cracks and so 
on.  
 
TECHNICAL DATA  

 BRISA  

Composition: Additives, cellulose, and vinyl resin. 

^VOC content máx. allowed (2010):  Category A, Subcategory L: 200g/l 

^VOC content máx. product: Category A, Subcategory L< 1.60 g/l 

pH: > 10.0 

Density: 1,35 – 1,45 g/cm3 

*Coverage: 1 kg /m2 

Viscosity: 8000 - 12000 mPa·s 

Appearance: Viscous 

Color: Neutral 

Pack size:                             5 kg y 20 kg 

Dilution: NO. Ready to use 

Tools: Plastic trowel and sponge 

Cleaning tools : water 

**Conditions of applications: between 5ºC and 35ºC 
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*** Drying: At least 12 hours 

****Storage: between 5ºC and 35ºC 

* The coverage may vary depending on the support and the applicator itself. 
** Both ambient temperature and surface temperature. 
*** According to weather conditions. 
**** Avoid frost. Keep container tightly closed. The products are stable for at least one year 
from the date of manufacture, in perfect storage conditions, closed, with the seal intact and 
between 5º and 35ºC. 

^Subcategory according to RD 227/2006 and Directive 2004/42/CE 
 
It should be noted that the performance may vary depending on the surface, application 
conditions and / or applicator. The purchaser / applicator is not exempt from the responsibility 
of carrying out its own examination of the products supplied, in order to verify its suitability for 
the intended procedures and purposes. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
 
Primer:  We recommend our Quarzo Base , an vinylic paint with coverage and washability, 
good sealant in order to grant the precise adherence, increase the yield and ensure the best 
technical behaviour of the finish. Apply one coat as is or 2 coats diluted with a maximum of 
20% water. Let it dry 8 to 12 hours between coats. 
 
Tinting:  Manually with our Esencia water-based colourants.  
 
Aplication of the Brisa Paste:  Apply the paste with our Osaka plastic trowel. Do not try to let 
it perfectly smooth. It is formulated not to smoothed so that texturing is easier. A wide area of 
several square meters may be covered without texturing, since Brisa has a very long drying 
time (up to 24 hours). There is time enough to texture, repass and come back anytime to give 
uniformity to big areas.  
 
Application of the water-based wax : Cera al Agua is a colourable water-based wax to apply 
on Brisa or any malleable, rustic coating in the desired colour. Formula based on 
polypropylene wax and water-based resins. Tint the wax with the chosen Esencia in the 
desired colour intensity. The wax is a transparent neutral base. Colours will quickly get dark 
with little colorant quantity. After 24 hours drying time of the paste apply the wax in circles or 
in "8" with the sponge and blur the surface filling up the cavities and drenching the surface. It 
is easier and quicker to apply 2 light coats in order to avoid patches. The more you charge 
with wax, the darker the finish and the more resistant and washable the surface.  
 
Important : Do not apply or store under 5ºC or over 35ºC 
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IMPORTANT 
 
Keep out of the reach of children. In case of contact with eyes, rinse thoroughly with water. If 
discomfort persists consult a physician and teach the label. In case of accidental ingestion 
consult a physician immediately. 
 
DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
Do not empty liquid into drains or pipes. Solid waste may be disposed of as normal waste. 
Follow the "European Standards for Waste Water Based Paints". 
 
The current Data Sheet cancels and replaces any pre vious Data Sheet. 

 


